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Hi I'm writing this final declaration in my support for MVV from the meeting June 29th
2023 now I've already explained in previous responses to you in support for MVV and
nothing has changed now I want to point out that something that was raised at the final
public meeting that Mr  was ridiculed for that was relating to us being exposed
to all sorts of pollutants etc which by the way Mr  was quite right to point out
we have been exposed toxins since time came into existstance whether people learn to
accept it or not all anyone can do is limit and do all they to limit it to safe levels.

I've also noticed those that are objecting to this have been saying that MVV haven't been
has engaging as they could have been which I can say that is not true they have been very
engaging helpful and informative if anything I think its those that are objecting to this are
the ones being difficult and abusive.

I don't believe a word our councils or reasonings has to why this incinerator can't go ahead
the councils haven't demonstrated enough of a argument to warrant it this includes the road
/ traffic recycling environment landfills etc and the way this councils conduct themselves I
believe there to be a criminal element to it aswell.

I believe there is a need for this incinerator we are at the brink of no return and landfills
cannot be the only answer for dealing with our waste and sending it to other countries to
deal with not only increases our carbon footprint but this is wrong on so many levels we
need to start being more responsible for our own waste and not expect others to deal with
our own waste problems.

I don't see how this helps the planet or our environment we need to start leading ways on
how best we can start dealing with our own waste in our own backyard rather than looking
for others to take it from us to me that isn't being very responsible.

Its a proven fact that landfills cause more pollution than any incinerator ever could and that
is why we need alternatives and that is why I strongly advise you to consider the proposal
for this incinerator the go ahead this is what is needed.

Another point I want to raise everyone that is objecting to this incinerator accept me of
course is a again a unfounded argument in relation to wisbech not being a ideal place to
build a incinerator which I beg to differ wisbech is more than a ideal place for a incinerator
now those objecting to this would have you believe that no place is ideal for such a thing
which they are wrong if this incinerator doesn't get the green light to be build I think sets a
very dangerous president and that would be wrong on so many levels this incinerator has
to go somewhere and it is needed.

Before I sign off on this final and last email to the planning inspectorate & those from
MVV I just wanted to apologise on behalf of people of wisbech that wasn't in attendance
and myself included how sorry of the behavior and foul language that was used by some of
those objecting to it was totally unacceptable and they should be ashamed of themselves
and the way they disrespect especially when Mr Paul Carey was trying to speak there is no
place for it.

I'm not sure I've covered everything that needs covering in this email but I really hope you
take on board the comments I've made and that I don't really see how bad or impactful this
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incinerator will have on the town if wisbech and hope you look at objectfully and sensibly
like I have thank you for taking the time to listen to what I had to say.

Mr W Cook
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android




